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Abstract— A favoured sensor for mapping is a 3D laser
scanner since it allows a wide scanning range, precise mea-
surements, and is usable indoor and outdoor. Hence, a mapping
module delivers detailed and high resolution maps which makes
it possible to navigate safely. Difficulties result from trans-
parent and specular reflective objects which cause erroneous
and dubious measurements. At such objects, based on the
incident angle, measurements result from the object surface, an
object behind the transparent surface, or an object mirrored
with respect to the reflective surface. This paper describes
an enhanced Pre-Filter-Module to distinguish between these
cases. Two experiments demonstrate the usability and show
that for single scans the identification of mentioned objects in
3D is possible. The first experiment was made in an empty
room with a mirror. The second experiment was made in a
stairway which contains a glass door. Further, results show that
a discrimination between a specular reflective and a transparent
object is possible. Especially for transparent objects the detected
size is restricted to the incident angle. That is why future
work concentrates on implementing a post-filter module. Gained
experience shows that collecting the data of multiple scans
and postprocess them as soon as the object was bypassed will
improve the map.

Index Terms— 3D laser scanning, Object, Identification, Seg-
mentation, Error correction

I. INTRODUCTION

Mapping is an essential task for mobile robots. Based

on the map, robots are capable to navigate through rough

terrain, fulfil advanced manipulation tasks and inspection

jobs. Therefore, a precise and detailed 3D map is required.

Laser scanners are favoured sensors as they are suitable

for indoor and outdoor applications, deliver precise mea-

surements, and have a wide scanning range. Unfortunately,

they are expensive and suffer when scanning transparent or

specular reflective surfaces, e.g. glass, mirrors, or shiny metal,

cf. Figure 1.

In case of specular reflective objects, e.g., mirrors, the laser

beams get reflected and rerouted to an object located in front

of the mirror. Therefore, the return measurements result from

a mirrored object. Hence, the measured location of the object

is wrong, cf. Figure 2. Besides, the mirroring surface is not

mapped.

Fig. 1: Robot equipped with the 3D-Hokuyo multi-echo laser

scanner facing an unframed mirror.

Fig. 2: Resulting point cloud with erroneous data (marked by

a red dashed line) caused by the mirror (marked by a blue

dotted line).

In case of transparent objects, e.g. glass doors, the mea-

surements of the laser beams partly result from the transpar-

ent surface and partly from the objects behind the surface,

depending on the incident angle of the laser beam. It is

understood that such erroneous measurements lead to a

wrong map and therefore difficulties in navigation. If the

object surface is not seen at all or seen only occasionally

the map does not include it. That is why the robot might

manoeuvre into the object and crashes.

Unfortunately, most environments include transparent or

specular reflective objects like glass doors, windows, mirrors,

or shiny metal surfaces. To prevent erroneous measurements

from such objects there are two commonly used techniques.

The first technique is to customize the environment and

cover these objects. This is unwanted, since it changes the

”real“ environment. Besides, it is not always possible, e.g.

when operating in rescue scenario. Because of this, many

approaches employ the second technique – a sensor fusion[1],

[2], [3], [4]. Here, a second sensor principle, like ultrasonic

arrays, is fused with the laser scanner to respect these
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troublesome objects. Ultrasonic arrays are capable to detect

specular reflective and transparent objects but they suffer

from imprecise measurements and low measurement range.

Besides, it is necessary to deal with two sensor units. This

results in extra costs, an additional source of hardware failure,

and requires a calibration. Hence, this method is unwanted

as well.

Contrary, this paper presents the 3D-Reflection-Pre-Filter,

an enhanced version of the 3D-Mirror-Pre-Filter [5], that

relies only on a multi-echo laser scanner. It is online ap-

plicable in order to pre-filter laser point clouds to reduce

above mentioned effects. Section II outlines related work.

Following, Section III describes the 3D-Reflection-Pre-Filter

Approach and in Section IV two experiments demonstrate the

applicability to environments with reflective and transparent

objects. Finally, Section V summarizes the results and gives

an outlook for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

For stationary systems several approaches are presented

to eliminate transparent and specular reflective influences

at laser scanners. In this case, it is possible to customize

the environment since it is known. Therefore, stationary

systems represent a special case. This section concentrates on

approaches dealing with transparent and specular reflective

object influences for mobile robots. Most approaches cover

the 2D case. They are still important as this represents a

simplification of the 3D case.

A sensor fusion of a laser scanner and an ultrasonic

sensor is a common method to prevent robots to crash into

transparent or specular reflective objects. In a first step, Yang

et al. [1] used such a fusion for a 2D mapping approach to

avoid the need to cover surfaces. Based on the assumption

that reflective objects are flat and framed, the data from the

two sensors are compared with respect to consistency. The

approach detects and tracks mirrors online, while resulting

errors are recalculated only offline.

In a second step, Yang et al. [6] extended their algorithm to

identify mirror images. The advanced mirror detection does

not rely on an ultrasonic sensor anymore, but rather only on

a laser scanner. The approach assumes each gap in the wall

of a laser scan to be a mirror. Once such a gap is detected,

the space behind the candidate is analysed for a mirrored

image, e.g. the search for similarity between both sides of the

opening. In case of a positive result the opening is marked

as a mirror and the points behind are erased. A drawback of

this method is that objects with symmetry with respect to a

line might be identified wrongly. Besides, it requires much

processing power to search the gaps.

In contrast, the online applicable 2D approach, imple-

mented by Forster et al. [7], searches for specific angles.

At these angles reflections can be identified on the returning

intensity of the laser scanner. Therefore, the algorithm tracks

a subset of these angles. Based on the laser beam‘s intensity

the algorithm eliminates the points. This also works for

transparent objects, but fails if a diffuse reflective object

is placed directly behind a transparent object. Furthermore,

Forster et al. had no intention to distinguish between specular

reflective or transparent objects.

A 3D approach which recognised framed mirrors with a

predefined size was presented by Käshammer et al. [8]. The

algorithm uses a point cloud to generate a panorama range

image and searches for jumping edges. In case of a positive

search it extracts the contour. Based on size and shape objects

are verified. Therefore, this approach only locates squared

mirrors with a predefined size. Transparent or other reflective

objects are not considered. Points behind the plane are erased

by the approach. There is no effort to back-project them to

their original location and use them to improve mapping.

Tatogulu et al. [9] used the most suitable illumination

model to modulate the surface of 3D models. The approach

uses Lambertian diffuse reflection models, Blinn-Phong mod-

els [10], Gaussian models [11], and Beckmann specular

reflection models [12] and matches them to the data of the

scanned surface to identify the characteristics. The approach

works effectively for diffuse surfaces, but does not cover

specular reflections.

Koch et al. [13] presented a 2D-Mirror-Detector-Approach

based on an Hokuyo UTM-30LX-EW multi-echo laser scan-

ner. It comprises a pre-filter module, a post-filter module,

and two mapping modules. The pre-filter module as well

as the first mapping module apply laser scans on the fly.

The Pre-Filter reduces identified points behind a transpar-

ent or specular reflective object in current scans. The first

mapping stage builds a map with the pre-filtered scans. The

identification of transparent and specular reflective objects

can not be guaranteed since the measurements depend on

the incident angle of the laser beam. Therefore, the Post-

Filter creates a history of these pre-filtered scans. It evaluates

all scans, triggered as soon as the reflective or transparent

surface has been passed. Similar to the Pre-Filter each point

of the scan gets evaluated, if it is a regular scan point, a

point on the surface, or a point behind the surface. Finally,

the second mapping module builds a refined map based on

the evaluated scans. The algorithm identifies planar unframed

transparent and specular reflective objects independent of

their size. Points behind the objects are identified but not

used.

In further research Koch et al. [14] extended their 2D

algorithm. The Reflection-Classifier-Approach distinguishes

between transparent and specular reflective objects. Thus, the

intensity values of identified objects are analysed. Based on

the type of object scan points on the object plane and behind

the object plane are masked. Further points behind a reflective

object are excluded while points behind a transparent object

remain in the laser scan. The extended algorithm uses only
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one TSD mapping module which gets updated by the results

of the Post-Filter.

A 3D-Mirror-Pre-Filter-Approach applicable to multi-echo

laser scanners in order to identify and filter transparent and

specular reflective objects was presented by Koch et al. [5]. In

contrast to above mentioned 2D approaches this online run-

ning Pre-Filter identifies and filters transparent and specular

reflective objects in 3D point clouds. It recognises frameless

and free-standing objects regardless their size. Furthermore,

it identifies transparent and specular reflective objects. Hence,

it back-projects points behind the object plane and fits them

to the “valid” points based on an ICP algorithm. This method

suffers from two drawbacks. First, locations with symmetry

might result in a wrong identification. Second, the function

assumes that the mirrored object is included in the “valid”

point cloud as well. If only the mirrored object is seen the

function will result in a wrong identification.

This paper presents the 3D-Mirror-Pre-Filter which is an

enhanced version of the 3D-Mirror-Pre-Filter of Koch et

al. [5]. In addition, it uses intensity values to distinguish

between transparent and specular reflective objects. It is on-

line applicable in order to recognise and pre-filter unframed

planar objects in multi-echo laser scans.

III. APPROACH

Algorithm 1 shows the sequence of the 3D-Mirror-Pre-

Filter-node. It is subsequently processed as soon as it re-

ceives a point cloud tuple ~P from the Hokuyo3D-node.

First, erroneous distance values, points around the robot, and

outliers get filtered out. Subsequently, the distance values of

Echo 1 and Echo 2 are compared to identify discontinuities.

In case of a positive result these points get extracted and the

approach searches for planar square objects. Identified planes

are further analysed to distinguish between transparent and

specular reflective objects. Finally, the resulting point cloud

tuple ~Pout is broadcasted to a mapping-node.

This paper presents an enhanced distinction between spec-

ular reflective and transparent objects. Thus, this section

concentrates on the subfunction separateObject(), shown in

Algorithm 2, in which the distinction proceeds.

For naffected greater than nobject the function separateOb-

jects() starts subsequently to search for planar square objects.

First, the subfunction identifyObjects() extracts planes based

on the Point-Cloud-Library Sample-Consensus-Segmentation

(PCL-SAC-Segmentation)[15]. For each identified plane its

corners are determined with the Point-Cloud-Library-Feature-

Extractor (PCL-feature-extractor). It is based on a princi-

pal component analysis (pca-analysis) and returns the four

corners as well as the dimensions of a plane. Second, the

subfunction analyzeObjectType() uses the extracted planes,

the intensities, and the masked point cloud to distinguish

between transparent or specular reflective objects shown in

Algorithm 3. Finally, all points are masked according to their

location and object type.

Algorithm 1 3D-Pre-Filter

Input: ~P :
~P includes the scan clouds with points of Echo 1 and

Echo 2 their corresponding values. Each point pi has

a distance di, an angle αi, xyz-coordinates, a normal-

vector ~n0i
, an intensity Ii, and a mask mi.

Output: ~Pvalid,surface,affected:

The message ~Pvalid includes the valid scan points with

their corresponding attributes and scan points on the

surface (d, α, xyz, ~n0, I , and m). ~Psurface includes the

scan points, located on the surface of the transparent

or specular reflective object, with their corresponding

values. ~Paffected includes the scan points, located behind

the surface of the transparent or specular reflective object,

with their corresponding values.

1: procedure 3D-MIRROR-PRE-FILTER

2: ~Pin ← receiveScanTuple(~P )

3: ~P1 ← distanceThresFilter(~Pin, dmin, dmax)

4: ~P2 ← boxFilter(~P1, dx,y,zmin
, dx,y,zmax

)

5: ~P3 ← outlierFilter(~P2, ninlier, r, “unchecked”)

6: ~P4, naffected ← identifyReflections(~P3, ninlier, r, “er-

rorSurface”)

7: if (naffected ≥ nobject ) then

8: ~P5 ← outlierFilter(~P4, “errorSurface”)

9: ~o,← separateObject(~P5, ~Vdistinction, nobject)

⊲ function described in Algorithm 2

10: ~Pout ← cleanScanTuple(~P5, ~o, dthres plane,

dthres visionCone)

11: else

12: ~Pout = ~P3

13: sendScanTuple(~Pout)

Algorithm 2 3D-Pre-Filter - separateObject()

Input: ~P5, ~Vdistinction, nobject:
~P5 is the scan cloud tuple resulting from the function

outlierFilter(). nobject is the minimal amount of points

to identify an object. ~Vdistinction is a vector containing all

variables for the object distinction.

Output: ~o:

~o is a vector of objects with its properties (xyz-

coordinates of corners, type of object, width, length,

plane function parameters).

1: function SEPARATEOBJECT()

2: while (naffected ≥ nobject) do

3: ~o ← indentifyObjects(~P5, dthres plane, nobject)

⊲ function described in Algorithm 3

4: mobjectType ← analyzeObjectType(~P5, ~Vdistinction, )

5: mask(~P5)
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The subfunction analyzeObjectType() determines the type

of the object based on three different methods each of which

is processed in a subfunction (meanIntensFactorCheck(),

transformationCheck(), and intensVariation()). Finally the

function evaluateResults() compares the results, determines

the final object type, and returns the result to the function

separateObject().

Algorithm 3 3D-Pre-Filter - identifyObjects()

Input: ~P5, ~Vdistinction, nobject:
~P5 is the scan cloud tuple. ~Vdistinction, is a vector contain-

ing all variables for the object distinction.

Output: mobjectType:

mobjectType is the type of object.

1: function IDENTIFYOBJECTS()

2: mIntensFact ← meanIntensFactorCheck(~P5, ~Vdistinction)

3: mTransf ← transformationCheck(~P5, ~Vdistinction)

4: mintensVariation ← intensVariation(~P5, ~Vdistinction)

5: mobjectType ← evaluateResults(mIntensFact, mTransf,

mintensVariation, mPhongCurve)

A. Determination of the mean intensity factor

The mean intensity factor describes the relation of intensity

values on the plane and intensity values behind the plane

(“error”). For transparent objects most of the intensity values

behind the plane are grater than the intensity values on the

plane, cf. Figure 3. For specular reflective objects they are

similar, cf. Figure 4. Therefore, an arithmetic mean intensity

ÎEcho 1 and ÎEcho 2 is calculated by

ÎEcho 1 =

N
∑

i=1

IEcho 1,i

N
and ÎEcho 2 =

N
∑

i=1

IEcho 2,i

N
(1)

with the intensity IEcho 1,i and IEcho 1,i as well as the

amount of intensity values N .

Following the factor fmaterial is calculated by

fmaterial =
ÎEcho 2

ÎEcho 1

(2)

Based on a threshold thres IntensFactor the object is

rated to be transparent or specular reflective and the function

returns mIntensFact.

B. Evaluation of a valid transformation

The function transformationCheck() examines if there is

a symmetry with respect to the identified object. Therefore,

it uses the points located behind the identified object plane

(“affected”) and back-projects them with respect to the plane.

Following, the points D = {di|i = 1..ND} and the “valid”

points M = {di|i = 1..NM} are matched by an Iterartive-

Closest-Point-algorithm (ICP-algorithm). In case of a positive

result, cf. Figure 5, the translation T and the rotation R of the
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Fig. 3: Intensity values of an transparent object. Green are

intensity values of points behind the transparent plane (“er-

ror”) and red are intensity values of points on the transparent

plane.
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Fig. 4: Intensity values of an specular reflective object: Green

are intensity values of points behind the mirror plane (“error”)

and red are intensity values of points on the mirror plane. For

a better illustration of the differences between the intensity

values on the plane (“mirror”) and behind the plane (“error”)

all values above 10000 were cut off. The maximum intensity

value on the plane (“mirror”) was 42000.

resulting transformation matrix Trans. The resulting vector
~Tr = (Φ,Θ,Ψ,∆x,∆y,∆z) with its angles and distances is

compared to a threshold. In case of small displacements it is

assumed that the plane has reflective properties. Finally, the

function returns the result mTransf and stores the Transfor-

mation matrix with the back-projected points.

This function suffers from two drawbacks. First, locations

with symmetry might result in a wrong identification. Second,

the function assumes that the mirrored object is included in

the “valid” point cloud as well. If only the mirrored object

is seen the function will result in a wrong identification.

C. Verification of a consistent intensity value

Intensity values of points behind a transparent and a

specular reflective object vary differently. Therefore, the
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Fig. 5: Back-projected and ICP fitted points. There are still

“valid” points in the area of the “error” points. That is

because the function cleanScanTuple(), see Algorithm 1, was

not processed yet.

function intensVariation() analyses the curve of the intensities

of such points. Figure 6 shows the intensity values behind a

transparent object which remain almost constant. In contrast,

the intensity values of a mirrored object vary as shown in

Figure 7.
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Fig. 6: Intensity values of points behind a transparent object.

To analyse the intensities the function calculates the me-

dian intensity ˜int

˜int =

{

intNerror+1

2

for Nerror uneven

1

2
(intNerror

2

+ intNerror+1

2

), for Nerror even

(3)

with Nerror is the amount of points.

Further it identifies the object type based on the amount

of intensity values mclose which are close to the median

intensity ˜int. Therefore, it uses the factor thres similar to

identify if the point is close as described in Algorithm 4.

Finally, the function returns the object type mintensV ariation.

D. Evaluation of final object type

Function evaluateResults() evaluates the results of the

object type distinction functions (meanIntensFactorCheck(),
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Fig. 7: Intensity values of mirrored points. For a better

illustration intensity values above 6000 were cut off. The

maximum intensity value of an mirrored point was 13000.

Algorithm 4 Identification of object type based on the

amount of intensity values.

1: for i = 0; i < Nerror; i++ do

2: if |intensity − ˜int| < thres similar ∗ ˜int then

3: mclose++;

4: if (thres vary ∗Nerror) < (mclose/Nerror) then

5: mintensV ariation ← mirror

6: else

7: mintensV ariation ← transparent

transformationCheck(), and intensVariation()) to determine

the type of object.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

This chapter consists of two experiments to demonstrate

the usability of the 3D-Reflection-Pre-Filter Approach. Ex-

periment 1 uses an empty room containing a mirror, Exper-

iment 2 uses a stairway with a glass door. The mirror is

unframed, planar, and square. The 3D scanner, a rotating

Hokuyo UTM-30LX-EW, was in stationary mode. Hence,

the robot was located at the middle of the room (about

2 m from the object of interest). The scanner was rotating

with 10rpm which results in a point cloud of 115000 scan

points. Because of stationary mode of the scanner no mapping

module was running.

(a) Setup of Experiment 1. (b) Setup of Experiment 2.

Fig. 8: Scene of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.
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1) Experiment 1: Empty room with a mirror: The mirror

in Experiment 1 standing on the floor and leaning on the

wall with a minimal angle, c.f. Figure 8. The size of the

mirror as well as the determined size are illustrated in

TableIV-.2. Besides the table shows the result of the function

intensVariation() and the range of the intensity values of

Echo 2 of the median intensity.

The ICP determined the transformation matrix between the

mirrored points and the rest of the point cloud. The vector
~Tr results as:
~Tr = (4.8◦, 0.4◦,−0.4◦, 0.01 m, 0.01 m, 0.10 m).

2) Experiment 2: Stairway with a glass door: The stair-

way in Experiment 2 consists of two glass doors, c.f. Fig-

ure 8. Due to the strong dependency of the laser beams

incident angle on the surface only a small area. The detected

area is around the laser beam hitting the surface perpendic-

ular. That is why the robot will not crash into the glass

door. Nonetheless, it is necessary to fuse multiple scans,

from different locations to determine the complete glass area.

Therefore, a Post-Filter module is required. Regarding the

object type distinction the results of all three methods are

correct. Similar to Experiment 1 the results are illustrated in

Table IV-.2.

The ICP determined the transformation matrix between the

mirrored points and the rest of the point cloud. The vector
~Tr results as:
~Tr = (−15.0◦,−13.7◦, 19.4◦,−0.86m, 0.62m,−0.07m).

Experiment mirror glass

real size [cm] 60× 40 2 doors 88× 198
measured size [cm] 58.4× 31.6 24.2× 20.9
fmaterial 1.78 0.00073
intensVariation() 38% 51%
range of Echo 2 ±20% ±20%

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents an enhanced 3D-Reflection-Pre-Filter

Approach to pre-process point clouds of a 3D multi-echo

laser scanner to reduce transparent and specular reflective

influences. The Pre-Filter searches the point clouds for mis-

matches in distance between the corresponding echoes. On

occurrance, these points get extracted, a function searches

for planar objects, and the object corners are extracted. After-

wards, the type of object is determined by three methods. The

first method analyses the intensity values of Echo 1 versus

Echo 2. The second method creates a back-transformation

of “affected” points w.r.t. the object plane and fits them

by an ICP to determine a valid mirrored object. The last

function evaluates the variation of the intensities of the

“affected” points. Based on the results the identified object

plane and the points behind the plane are classified, masked,

and broadcasted.

Two experiments demonstrate the usability of this object

distinction for an enhanced 3D-Reflection-Pre-Filter. The first

experiment contains a mirror in an empty room. The second

experiment contains a glass door located in a stairway. In both

experiments the object type was determined correctly. The

results show that it is possible for the Pre-Filter to distinguish

between transparent and specular reflective objects in 3D.

In contrast, this was not possible in 2D. The experiments

also show that for transparent objects the dependency of the

incident angle of the laser beam is higher than for specular

reflective objects. Therefore, their visibility is limited. To

assure a full identification of their dimensions multiple scans

are required. That is why future work will concentrate in

implementing a Post-Filter module.
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